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1. At time of  setup, Tech Designer OR PD can create a virtual sample request on samples tab in TS. Consult with 

PD Manager on correct process for this step.

2.  Agent name,  vendor (select TBD option if  unknown) and due date must be filled out.   Select a 3 day due  

date(excluding weekends).

SAMPLE REQUESTS



3.   Create a POM page in TS – the POM page can be real or blank.  Below is current list of  “blank” POM’s that can be 

smart copied.  Always update sizes and tolerance to match correct category/brand. 

4. Rename your POM page “Clo Virtual fit” by typing name into “tolerance model name” on POM page. 

NOTE: It is recommended to have separate POM pages and FIT EVALS specifically for Clo fits. It is the techs 

decision whether to have one POM for virtual and physical samples. 

POM PAGE



5.  When you receive e-mail with Virtual fit/Clo-set link – check in the sample in TS by going to sample page and 

adding “Sample received” date.  If  Virtual sample was never requested, see step #3.  Placed in Tech does not need 

to be completed for Virtual fit samples

RECEIVING VIRTUAL SAMPLES

6.   Create Virtual sample fit eval. Physical fit comments will not be completed on the same fit eval as Virtual fits.



7.  Add comments to fit eval.   Sample type is always “VIRTL”.   There are 2 ways to do comments:

– if  you have updated pattern or made annotations in Clo-set, you can add the link in comments section

- If  you used illustrator to show comments, attached illustrator image the same way we do for physical 

comments.

8.  Update specs only if  you have specs on POM page.   If  you are not using specs on POM page, make sure all your 

comments/spec callouts are noted in your link or illustrator image

9.  Select sample status – only status with the name “virtual” should be selected when you are requesting to see 

corrections before going to physical sample.  If  you are approving to physical sample, select “proceed to physical 

sample.” No need to Initiate Next Sample.

Make sure your name is 

listed as Tech Designer

VIRTUAL FIT COMMENTS



11.  Update Overview page with Virtual sample 

status and dates, e-mail vendor, with PD on CC 

that comments are ready in TS.

10.  REJECTING:    Virtual fits can and should be REJECTED 

if  setup was not followed.    The status for Virtual fit rejections 

is the same as Physical fit – REJECT.     However, always make 

sure your sample type is VIRTL.   Also, always note in 

comments the reason for the rejection.

VIRTUAL FIT COMMENTS

12.  REQUESTING PHYSICAL SAMPLE: PD will create the 

Physical Fit sample (PROTO) sample request. This can vary by 

team so check with your PD Manager to reconfirm this 

process.


